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A Tamworth resident has received substantial* monetary damages following the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission's first product liability representative action. In the Federal Court in Sydney, Justice Emmett yesterday gave
final orders which awarded damages to Mr.

A healthy competitive marketplace thrives when businesses compete fairly. Glendale was not actually the
manufacturer of the caustic soda but since its label was on the goods, it was deemed to be the manufacturer in
pursuant to the product liability provisions of the Trade Practices Act Part VA. However, sometimes
businesses struggling to compete and maintain profits may be tempted to deliberately and secretly set up or
join a cartelâ€¦ Words - Pages 21 Essay about Case Analysis Stevens V Brodribb Sawmilling Co Pty Ltd lead
to commercial uncertainty through Australia. While there is a warning that the contents of the container are
corrosive and that contact with eyes and skin should be avoided, that is not adequate having regard to the
nature of caustic soda and the purpose for which it was marked. Justice Emmett declared the warning labelling
affixed to the caustic soda containers insufficient. There was no specific defect with the caustic soda but the
issue is whether it was defective within the meaning of Section 75AC. A significant amendment to the
labelling was that undissolved caustic soda should not be poured or used in any confined space such as a drain
as the caustic soda may erupt violently. Brand Name products Essay Noah A. Mr Barnes had poured boiling
water through the chrome cover of his shower recess waste pipe before sprinkling approximately one third of a
g pack of Glendale Chemicals Pty Ltd Caustic Soda sodium hydroxide down his bathroom drain hole. I do not
consider that use in the way in which it was used was unreasonable. Suppliers who re-package and brand the
product with their name or logo are deemed as manufacturers under the Act. It was argued on behalf of
Glendale that the damages should be reduced based on the fact that Barnes. Home Essays Glendale Chemical
Products This is in consistency with the intention of the Act which is to place equal responsibilities on
suppliers as manufacturers. Caustic soda is an extremely reactive alkali which releases considerable heat when
dissolved in water. Brand Name Products Generic drugs are copies of brand-name drugs that have the exact
same dosage and ingredients. In this part, we further focus on the market structure on the wheat market and the
study how market failure incurs by the imposition of taxation from the government. Speech Prof. Claiming
that under the contractual terms, those bullets should only be delivered when requested, the defendant refused
to take the delivery, and thus reconsigned the bullets back to Sydney by rail. Generic drugs are essentially the
same, the intended use, side effects, and risks are all pretty much directly linked to the original drugâ€¦ Words
- Pages 4 Executive Summary Myer Holdings Pty Ltd Essay 1. This report seeks to understand how, through
PE, nurses can help patients adhere adequately to their treatment and lead a better life with RA. The mixture of
hot water â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Barnes, separately, had commenced proceedings in the District Court of
NSW.


